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  Advisory Group Members attending: 

Jesús Aguirre (alternate) x Martha Kongsgaard x Alanna Peterson  
Lylianna Allala  Richard Korff (alternate) x Larry Phillips  
Marc Berejka x Leann Krainick x De’Sean Quinn  
Leda Chahim (alternate)  Matt Larson (alternate)  Steve Shestag   
Tom Dean  Terry Lavender  Mike Stevens x 
Patti Dill  Hank Margeson  John Stokes  
Gene Duvernoy x Nelson Mathews  Nate Veranth x 
Ken Hearing  Mo McBroom (alternate)  Steve Whitney  
Jon Hoekstra  James McNeal  Christopher Williams  
Mark Johnsen (alternate) x Louise Miller x   
Greg Johnson x Michael Orbino    
King County Staff and support team members attending: 
Bob Burns  Darren Greve   Ingrid Lundin  
Barbara Cairns  Doug Hodson  Michael Murphy  
Charlie Governali  Jennifer Lehman  Christie True x 

 
Welcome. Co-Chair De’Sean Quinn opened the meeting at 4:37 pm. Mr. Quinn welcomed 
attendees, speaking of his excitement to return to the work of the advisory group this fall. Co-
Chair Larry Phillips noted his goals to do hard work, reach decisions, and develop an 
implementable product at the end of the process.  
 
Introductions. Advisory Group members, staff, and visitors introduced themselves. 

Facilitation and Housekeeping. Ms. Barbara Cairns noted that Pyramid Communications has 
joined the team with two roles: facilitator, and communications development – to help explain 
why we are doing this work and to develop the story.  

Overview of Advisory Group Process. Mr. Bob Burns reviewed the five-meeting schedule, 
leading to report submittal in December. 

Review Phase 1 Report Recommendations. Mr. Burns described key elements of the Land 
Conservation Work Plan, and the Advisory Group Phase 1 process. The work plan’s goal is to 
protect the remaining high conservation value lands in King County within a generation. Land 
conservation categories were expanded to include an urban green space category. Phase 1 
identified 66,000 acres of King County conservation priorities (not including cities), with a total 
cost of $1.5-1.8 billion (in 2016 dollars, not inflated). The group considered four funding options 
– property tax, bond, Conservation Futures Tax levy increase, REET 3. There was the most 
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consensus about CFT, but the group kept all options on the table for Phase 2. Mr. Burns 
reviewed the Phase 1 report recommendations slides. 

Community Engagement. Mr. Michael Murphy discussed community engagement. Generally, 
staff received positive feedback. While staff gave a full presentation about the land 
conservation initiative cost and revenue model and funding options, the conversations and 
feedback were mostly about general goals of the initiative rather than funding specifics. There 
was a message from the groups that our communities and cities are changing, it is important to 
keep conserving open spaces.  

City Engagement. Mr. Murphy shared that county staff had met with all 39 cities, holding 70 
meetings total with staff, elected officials, and at council presentations. Mr. Murphy reviewed 
the powerpoint slides containing the responses staff received to questions presented to the 
cities. 

Questions and comments from advisory group members are noted in bullets, with staff 
responses immediately following. 

• Was there a recognition that these lands are part of a green infrastructure system? Yes, 
stormwater services were often brought up as one example. 

• Did staff recognize how deep the work has gone, and who has been at the table? Staff 
discussed the work that has gone into the work plan, and the leadership of the advisory 
group. Cities were aware of the depth and breadth of work. 

• Did any city say stop? No.  
• Were city concerns about REET 3 political complications or physical considerations? The 

cities recognized potential political considerations, and also challenges as to how to 
implement the tax. 

• Can you explain how CFT lift would work? CFT has decreased over time with revenue 
growth limits, and the option would raise the rate back to 6.25 cents per $1,000 
assessed value. CFT is a property tax, but doesn’t count against the $5.90 limit collected 
by each county.  

• Did the desire to restore or renovate existing park lands come up in terms of funding 
source limitations? There was discussion with cities about CFT being directed toward 
acquisition by King County. Up to 25% for maintenance is allowed by state. The current 
policy in King County is to solely use CFT for acquisition, not maintenance. 

• Cities have competing priorities, e.g. homelessness. How do you reconcile with 
preserving urban green spaces when there are such struggles with homelessness and 
encampments? That was a question that cities raised. 
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• Seattle wanted to take a more comprehensive look at how acquisition of future lands 
fits into GMA, Seattle’s comp plan, race and social justice goals, housing & affordability. 
Convened several parts of city government over the summer, still working on it.  

• Can CFT be used for active recreation? No, passive recreation. 
• Was there discussion of purchasing Development rights? Yes, TDR is definitely part of 

the discussion. The land conservation initiative approach counts on a significant revenue 
stream from TDR. 

• Can you explain what cities were concerned about regarding growth targets? Some 
cities may not agree that PSRC has the right growth target set for their cities.  

County Data Refinements. Ms. Ingrid Lundin reviewed slides on county data refinements. The 
county reviewed all county priorities to identify each parcel by the preferred interest type (fee 
or easement) and the preferred extent of acquisition (whole property, more than half, less than 
half). Staff analyzed the potential risk of Current Use Taxation-enrolled parcels exiting from the 
program, considering distance from development, distance from roads, and additional 
development potential of each parcel. 

• Is there concern that the exit rate from CUT will increase? Yes, that concern was 
recognized in Phase 1. The group recognized that some parcels are at higher risk of exit 
than others, particularly with the changing market conditions. The county analyzed 
which parcels are at highest/lowest risk based on certain criteria. 

• In the financial analysis, where are you capturing loss of tax revenue? How are you 
accounting for lost revenue? With CUT enrollment, taxes are shifted to other properties. 
When the county acquires the land, the county doesn’t pay taxes. Staff will bring back 
tax shift analysis.  

• How do the revised CUT estimates relate to last year’s assumptions? Revised estimate is 
a lower value, but analysis more accurately represents threat level. 

• Analysis of CUT takes physical context in mind, what about regulatory contexts? That is 
a good question, staff will follow up with the individual to respond further.  

• Staff cited a low exit rate, but this assumes we need to acquire many enrolled parcels – 
are you expecting more properties to come out? Not expecting specific lands to exit 
CUT, just identifying those where there is a higher risk level of exiting. 

• The funding sources identified would be used with willing sellers. Do you think you can 
secure all lands? The goal of the Executive is raise funding to acquire all parcels over 
time. 

Break. Group took a break from 5:55-6:10. 
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Review Phase 1 Funding Model. Ms. Jennifer Lehman reviewed slides on the Phase 1 financial 
model to get the group back up to speed. Ms. Lehman covered how land costs, operations & 
maintenance costs, and transaction costs are calculated, and reminding the advisory group of 
some of the variation factors affecting cost calculations in Phase 1. Phase 1 revenue estimates 
depicted revenues accruing to King County over 30 years, presented in 2016 dollars without 
accounting for inflation over time. Detailed updates to financial model will be presented in 
Meeting #2.  

Open Space Equity. Mr. Murphy described work that King County staff and a small work group 
has done this year to refine the goals of providing open space equity. The county had worked 
with GIS staff to help identify areas in which to address disparities of open space access, where 
health and demographic factors are also significant. Mr. Murphy reviewed the slides, describing 
how the county has engaged a consultant who will help to understand how the initiative can 
help address inequities in open space access.  

• This work is an opportunity to approach this important issue correctly, from the start.  
• Consider investments in open space could drive gentrification, with unintended 

consequences and displacement. 

Buildable Lands Analysis. Mr. Charlie Governali discussed work to understand how the 
conservation of these priority parcels may affect the future residential capacity in King County. 
County staff got input from members of the development community on this approach. 
Analyzing the potential impacts for the unincorporated area priorities, they estimated that the 
conservation of the county parcels would have <1% of an impact on capacity. City priorities are 
now being analyzed following the same methodology. 

• How are you connecting the buildable lands methodology with what Master Builders 
would categorize at buildable? The county has been talking with representatives of the 
development community to explain the analysis. Developers may be more concerned 
with the time it takes to get through permitting and get things built (a 2-year pipeline 
issue).  

• TDR is an important tool to drive development into cities and protect rural areas. TDR is 
helping with buildable lands – as opposed to how we sometimes think that conserving 
lands removes opportunity. 

Private Funding. Mr. Darren Greve explained the work to test assumptions about the role of 
private funding in supporting the initiative. The county has updated its messaging to target the 
private sector, work that is being furthered by Pyramid this fall. Mr. Greve discussed the 
strategy to outreach to private companies, engage foundations and impact investment firms, 
and engage land conservation development directors. The corporate outreach has helped 
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develop relationships to better understand the likelihood of what contribution may come from 
the private sector.  

• In talking with the development community, are there conversations about REET 3? 
Development community has discussed it as an option and they do have some concerns, 
but they know it is one of several options on the table. 

• Could you speak to the timing of Parks Levy vs. potential land conservation initiative? 
County Executive wants to preserve the option to put a measure forward in 2018; the 
current Parks Levy expires at end of 2019.  

• 2018 ballot measure may need a lot of discussion with regional leaders and city leaders. 
Is that process built into the timeline? That is one reason we have made sure to include 
cities on this group, and have worked to discuss with all cities in King County. We would 
keep working with Sound Cities Association. County staff have already met with several 
councils and elected officials in many cities. Cities recommended further discussion with 
councils after November elections occur. 

• In addition to considering impact to people’s tax bills, are you factoring in appreciation 
in people’s values with adjacent open space? Would be helpful to compare notes with 
what nonprofits are seeing in that body of research. 

• Do you think you are hearing more sense of social responsibility, equity, regional 
cooperation? It was very powerful to have all these discussions throughout all corners of 
the county, and learn what is going on everywhere. It opened up many good discussions 
about collaboration. When we talked with developers, many are open to TDRs, and are 
appreciating guidance about where to develop. Everyone is surprised by and aware of 
the fast pace of growth. 

• One way to make density more attractive is to provide amenities around denser 
apartments.  

• Concerned about locating affordable housing where people want to be, believes it is 
important to improve livability with preservation of open space, and hold growth 
management lines. We must act quickly to preserve what we care about in our cities, 
and cities are changing year by year. 

• Did you follow up with county council on Phase 1 and recommendations? Staff delivered 
report to council, and did individual briefings with county council members.  

Meeting Wrap-up. There were no public comments. Ms. Cairns noted that the next meeting is 
Thursday, October 5th, 4:30-7, at King Street Center – 8th floor conference center. The meeting 
will cover costs & revenues, private funding, equity work, and communications concepts. Staff 
will work on setting up a call-in line for members not able to attend. 
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Mr. Phillips noted the importance of moving forward with a report informed by the 
communications work, to clearly capture these principles and vision in a way the public can 
understand. Mr. Quinn noted that he appreciated the quote from the city discussions: “Go big 
or go home.” He would think of it more as “Go big or come home.” This opportunity requires 
the group and regional leaders to show up and commit to doing something big. 

Meeting was adjourned at 7:04. 
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